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1. ABSTRACT

Digital image is a collection of the pixel with different intensity values, and each image is in the form of n*m, no of pixel (where n,m is no of Rows and Column) when we transfer a digital image from source to destination through a network, it need to be encrypted at the source side and decrypted at the destination side. Encryption is process of hiding the information, when the information is transferred through a network and decryption is the process of extracting the information from an encrypted information. For this encryption and decryption, we need some encryption and decryption algorithm.

Security of a data or information is very important now a day in this world. And everybody want a secure network, for transmission of his information, being a well secure network there is also a chance of hacking a data, most of the banks and other organization where data security in important are well secured but there is also a online fraudulent is there. So we need a more secure data with high security environment. Generally, we do high secure working environment and data is also secure with a encryption and decryption method or technique, but that techniques uses only one encryption and decryption keys.
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2. INTRODUCTION

As the world changes technology is also changing rapidly. In advancement of network technology domain, large amount of multimedia information is transmitted over the Internet conveniently. Various confidential data such as Government, Military, Banking and other secured data, space and geographical images taken from satellite and commercial important document are transmitted over the Internet. While using secret information we need more secure information hiding techniques.

In our new method, we are securing information sixteen (16) times or we can increase $2^n$ no of times (where “n” is a “no” of splitted part) instead of one in a single information transmission, more “no” of splitted blocks means more secure information.

3. RELATED WORKS.

The information security is used from old ages, different person using different technique to secure their data. Following are some techniques that uses for security of images from ancient age to till date

A. Steganography
B. Water Marking Technique
C. Visual Cryptography
D. Without sharing Keys Techniques
A) Steganography

The steganography word comes from the Greek word Steganos, which is used to covered or secret and a graphy is used for writing or drawing. Therefore, steganography is, literally, covered writing. The main idea for covering the information or steganography is used for secure communication in a completely undetectable manner and to avoid drawing suspicion to the transmission of a hidden data [4]. During the transmission process, characteristics of these methods are to change in the structure and features so as not to be identifiable by human eye. Digital videos, images, sound files, and other files of computer that contain perceptually important information can be used as “covers” or carriers to hide secret messages. After embedding a message into the cover-image, a so-called “stego image” is obtained.

In [2] Security, Capacity and robustness are three different aspects which is affecting steganography and its usefulness. Capacity is used to the amount of information that can be hidden in the cover medium. Security relates to an eavesdropper’s inability to detect hidden information and robustness is the amount of modification the stego medium can withstand before an adversary can destroy the hidden information. The concept of the mosaic images in [1] was created perfectly and it has been widely used. Four types of mosaic images namely crystallization mosaic, ancient mosaic, photo mosaic and puzzle image mosaic are proposed in [2]. In the first two types, the source image is split into tile image and then it is reconstructed by painting the tiles and they are named as tile images. The next two types include obtaining target image and with the help of database, cover image has been obtained. They may be called as multi-picture mosaics.

B) Water Marking Technique

Water Marking is also one of the technique used to hide the digital image. Digital watermarking is a process of embedding (hiding) marks which are typically invisible and that can be extracted only by owner’s of the authentication. This is the technology which is used in [15] with the image that cannot be misused by any other unauthorized miss users. This technology allows anyone to do without any distortion and keeping much better quality of stegno-image, also in a secured and reliable manner guaranteeing efficient and retrievals of secret file. Digital watermarking finds wide application in security, authentication, copyright protection and all walks of internet applications. There has been effective growth in developing techniques to discourage the unauthorized duplication of applications and data. The watermarking technique is one, which is feasible and design to protect the applications and data related. The term ‘cover’ is used to describe the original message in which it will hide our secret message, data file or image file. Invisible watermarking and visible watermarking are the two important types of the above said technology. The main objective of this package is to reduce the unauthorized duplication of applications and data, provide copyright protections, security, and authentication, to all walks of internet applications.

C) Visual Cryptography

Visual Cryptography is used to hide information in images, a special encryption technique in such a way that encrypted image can be decrypted by the human eyes, if the correct key image is used. The technique was propose by Naor and Shamir in 1994[1]. It is uses two transparent images. One image contains image contains the secret information and the other random pixels. It is not possible to get the secret information from any one of the images. Both layers or transparent images are required to get the actual information. The easiest way to implement Visual Cryptography is to print the two layers onto a transparent sheet.

D) Without sharing Keys Techniques

The author at [11] is securing image for transmission without sharing his encrypted key, but it needs two transmission for a single image transmission. In [11] the image is encrypted with private key and is sent without sharing key to the receiver, after receiving the encrypted image receiver again encrypted the image by its own keys, and send it to the first sender, first sender removed the first encrypted key and again send to opponent, The opponent already had it’s keys then with this key the image is finally decrypted. Thus different person applying different-different techniques for securing his information.

4. Proposed Research Methodology

4.1) Encryption Process
Process of Encryption Methodology of this research, we will read a image (A) fig (a) by using some command OR algorithm we will divide the image in to J*J parts i.e. (2*2, 4*4) parts. Each parts of the image will be treated as a single image, we can say that Splitted Image1, Splitted Image2, Splitted Image3, Splitted Image4, Splitted Image5,………………Splitted ImageJ,

![Fig(a) (Original Image)](image)

![Fig(b) (Splitted Image)](image)

The output of the above i.e. fig(b) Splitted Image1, Splitted Image2, Splitted Image3, Splitted Image4, Splitted Image5,………………Splitted Image J, and each parts of the image is treated as a single image. And using different-different encryption algorithm, we will encrypt each image, and we can say that each encrypted images (Encrypted images = Encrypted Part1, Encrypted Part2, Encrypted Part3, Encrypted Part4, Encrypted Part5,………………Encrypted Part J), Shown in fig (c).
After that we have two options

I. Now we will transfer all sub encrypted images (Encrypted images = Encrypted Part1, Encrypted Part2, Encrypted Part3, Encrypted Part4, Encrypted Part5, …… Encrypted Part J), which is shown in Fig(c) to the receiver side.

OR

II. We can Merge (Combine) all encrypted images (Encrypted images = Encrypted Part1, Encrypted Part2, Encrypted Part3, Encrypted Part4, Encrypted Part5, …… Encrypted Part J) and make a single encrypted image i.e. Fig (d) we can say image (A1), for transfer.

Now we will transfer the image (A1) from one location (source) to another location (destination).
4.2) Decryption Process

Here we will receive the encrypted image from source side through option (I) and decrypt the each part of image which is shown in fig(f) construct a single image shown in fig (g).

OR

We will receive the image from option (II) and we will divide the image into a sixteen part (Encrypted images= Encrypted Part1, Encrypted Part2, Encrypted Part3, Encrypted Part4, Encrypted Part5,............ Encrypted Part J) which will also in a encrypted form which is also shown in a figure shown in fig (e). Now we will apply decryption algorithm on each encrypted sixteen part (Encrypted images= Encrypted Part1, Encrypted Part2, Encrypted Part3, Encrypted Part4, Encrypted Part5,........Encrypted Part J). Now will say that decrypted part (Decrypted images= Decrypted Part1, Decrypted Part2, Decrypted Part3, Decrypted Part4, Decrypted Part5… Decrypted Part J) shown in fig(f).

Now we will combine each of the decrypted part in to a single image which is shown in fig(g) i.e original image.
Fig(g) (Original Image)

5. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
   i) Existing Encryption Method and
   ii) Proposed Encryption Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing Encryption Method</th>
<th>Proposed Encryption Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ) It is encrypted using single key.</td>
<td>1) It is encrypted using sixteen no of keys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) It is less secure as, it is encrypted by single key</td>
<td>2) It is more secure as, It is sixteen time encrypted than any other encryption algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) It takes less time for encryption and decryption.</td>
<td>3) It takes more time for encryption and decryption. But more secure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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7 CONCLUSION

Thus we have increased the security of an image for transmission over a network up to sixteen (16) times or we can increase \(2^n\) number of times (where “n” is a no of splitted part) instead of one in a single information transmission, more number of splitted blocks means more secure information.

8 FUTURE SCOPE

Our future work will mainly focus on to study and analysis of more security, and security can be increased by splitting the images into more “no” of parts and different algorithm can be applied in a single image. If we apply more algorithms it will take more time for encryption and decryption but it will be more secure than this methods, but one problem would come, if we apply different algorithms than different key sizes can cause the problem.
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